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Abstract 

Learning factory is a modern key approach toward educating future production engineers. 

Learning factories (as physical production facilities) aim to provide a holistic view of the 

product life cycle through the different stages of supply chain for their learners and enable 

them to put their theoretical production background into practice and optimize the processes. 

This thesis was inspired by the efforts of XPRES lab at the production engineering 

department, KTH, which is one of the developers of digital factory and digital manufacturing 

models and performs a number of research studies regarding the integration of the physical 

and digital environments. The digital environments are now one of the competitive factors for 

the success of industries all over the world. However the usage of digital environments has 

not been studied from the learning point of view for learning factories, as it is a new concept.  

The goal of this thesis is to introduce, discuss and review the benefits of such digital 

environments for learning factories from the learning point of view. This work also considers 

a case study at CiP (Center of industrial Productivity) which is a learning factory located at 

TU Darmstadt, Germany. The goal of considering this case study is to demonstrate these 

benefits for CiP by developing two different digital models. Also, a number of references 

mainly regarding virtual learning environments are studied and analyzed. To develop the 

digital models, the production system of CiP is required to be analyzed. This task has been 

accomplished by development of a discrete event simulation for CiP in the Extendsim 

software. The development process of such discrete event simulation required collection of 

all the production data, process and parameters from CiP. The simulation model is verified 

theoretically. In particular, the assembly stations are selected for the development of the 3-

dimensional dynamic demo which can visualize the assembly process. This 3D demo is then 

developed in the Tecnomatix Process Simulate software by Siemens.  

Besides the simulation models, the following studies are performed: (i) the benefits of the 

digital learning factories have been studied and discussed; moreover, (ii) a comparison of 

digital learning factories and the traditional learning factories (which is called physical 

learning factories in this work) is accomplished in five different categories: investment, study 

scenario definition, study process, study result, and learner’s experience. Even though digital 

learning factories provide numerous advantages for learning purposes, they cannot yet enable 

perfect learning of a number of subjects that require physical interaction such as teamwork, 

working with machines, etc. The essence of physical experience as one of the goals of 

learning factories gives rise to the fact that at least with current digital technologies, the 

digital learning factory cannot replace physical learning factories, even though they have a lot 

of advantages. However, according to the results of this work, learning factories are highly 

encouraged to utilize digital environments (i.e. digital learning factories) as supplementary 

tools for improving the learning experience as well as speeding up the learning process.        

 

 



  

Sammanfattning 

Den lärande fabriken är ett modernt koncept och ett nyckelverktyg vid utbildning av 

produktionsingenjörer. Syftet med lärande fabriker (som fysiska produktionsanläggningar) är 

att ge en helhetsbild av en produkts livscykel genom de olika stegen i försörjningskedjan 

samtidigt som studenterna har möjlighet att använda sina teoretiska kunskaper i praktiken för 

att optimera processerna. Inspirationskällan till detta examensarbete har varit KTH/Industriell 

Produktions arbete och forskning i XPRES-labbet inom områdena den digitala fabriken och 

digitala produktionsmodeller. KTH/Industriell Produktion är en av utvecklarna inom dessa 

områden och har genomfört forskning och studier om integrationsprocessen mellan den 

fysiska och den digitala miljön. De digitala miljöerna är idag, världen över, en viktig 

konkurrensfaktor för att nå framgång inom industrin. Att studera användandet av digitala 

miljöer i den lärande fabriken, ur ett lärande perspektiv, är ett nytt koncept. 

Mål med detta examensarbete är att introducera, diskutera och utvärdera fördelarna med att 

använda den digitala miljön för den lärande fabriken ur ett lärande perspektiv. En fallstudie 

av en lärande fabrik på CiP (Centre for industrial Productivity), vid TU Darmstadt i 

Tyskland, ligger till grund för detta arbete. Syftet med fallstudien har varit att visa de fördelar 

som digitala miljöer kan tillföra CiP genom att utveckla två digitala modeller med olika 

detaljeringsgrad. Ett antal referenser som täcker området virtuella lärandemiljöer har 

studerats. En förutsättning för att kunna utveckla modellen för den digitala lärandefabriken 

har varit att analysera CiP:s produktionssystem. Detta har gjorts genom att utveckla 

simuleringar, i mjukvaran Extendsim, för diskreta händelser. Utvecklingsarbetet för dessa 

diskreta händelser har innefattat insamlandet av produktionsdata och processparametrar från 

CiP. Simuleringsmodellen har verifierats teoretiskt. Monteringsstationerna har valts ut 

speciellt för att kunna ta fram en tredimensionell dynamisk demo som kan visulisera en 

monteringsprocess. Denna 3D-demo har vidareutvecklats i Siemens programvara Tecnomatix 

Process Simulate. 

Förutom utvecklandet av simuleringsmodellen har följande studier genomförts: (i) fördelarna 

med att använda digitala lärande fabriker har studerats och diskuterats, (ii) en jämförelse 

mellan digitala lärande fabriker och traditionella lärande fabriker (här kallade fysiska 

lärandefabriker). I studien har de fem kategorierna investeringar, studiescenariodefinition, 

studieprocessen, studieresultat och elevens upplevelse valts ut och analyserats. Även om 

digitala lärande fabriker har många fördelar ur ett utbildningsperspektiv, kan de ännu inte 

tillhandahålla en perfekt inlärning i ämnen som kräver fysisk interaktion som t.ex. lagarbete 

och praktiskt arbete med maskiner etc. Den fysiska upplevelsen och den handfasta känslan är 

i detta sammanhang av stor vikt och ett av målen man strävar efter att uppnå även för digitala 

lärande fabriker. Man kan konstatera att det åtminstone med dagens digitala teknik inte är 

möjligt att ersätta den fysiska lärandefabriken med den digitala lärande fabriken, trots dess 

fördelar. Resultaten i detta examensarbete visar att digitala lärande fabriker är ett bra redskap 

och ett pedagogiskt verktyg i utbildningssammanhang. Användandet av lärande fabriker och 

att utnyttja digitala lärande fabriker som kompletterande verktyg för att förbättra lärandet och 

påskynda inlärningsprocessen uppmuntras således. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Learning factory is a modern innovative educational system for engineers and industrial 

employees; however it has been recently familiarized with the significant role and benefits of 

digital environments, also known as digital manufacturing and digital factory. Recently, these 

technologies have been recognized within the scientific community as visual tools with 

numerous benefits for the purpose of training but a clear overview of their benefits has not 

been proposed for learning factories and their goals. 

Within the international collaboration of KTH and TU Darmstadt, a static digital model of the 

learning factory CiP (Center of Industrial Productivity) located at TU Darmstadt has been 

elaborated in the XPRES laboratory at KTH. This digital model provides static visualization 

through the layout of the production facility, stations, machines, work spaces, inventories, 

etc. Although this static model enables a grasp of the plant layout and its structure, it lacks 

dynamic movements of products, manufacturing process and material flow through the 

production line. This dynamic model is a useful tool for learning and understanding the 

production concepts and principles i.e. the parameters of the production process can be 

changed easily in a virtual environment and the output of those changes can be visualized 

simultaneously. With a 3D dynamic model, comparison of different non-real scenarios can be 

accomplished in a virtual environment with almost no cost except for the initial investment of 

providing the IT infrastructure and developing the models. Therefore the main goals of such 

systems in the production domain are to reduce cost and time for analyzing different 

scenarios and optimizing the production processes. The above mentioned models can be of 

high interest for learning factories as they can probably boost some of the learning 

experiences. However, a deeper analysis is required.  

Also it should be noted that to be able to work with such digital simulation models one 

requires education and experience regarding the graphical user interface. Moreover, the 

interpretation of the simulation results can sometimes be time consuming which adds to the 

disadvantages of such models. Although few disadvantages exist for digital manufacturing 

and digital factory models, the numerous advantages of such models can justify their 

existence and importance as an essential learning tool for production engineers.  

1.2 Research question 

Learning factories nowadays are mainly operating physically i.e. they require physical 

presence of learners in a physical working environment. Although digital environments, also 

known as digital factory and digital manufacturing are nowadays widely exerted in 

manufacturing plants, their privileges are not clearly mentioned for learning factories from 

the learning/teaching standpoint. Therefore this work has the goal to survey, gather 

information, discuss and highlight the benefits of digital factory and digital manufacturing 
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technologies for learning factories by introducing the new concept of digital learning factory.  

In other words, this work studies the possibility of integration of learning factory concept 

with digital environments for learning purposes. As a result, the following research questions 

are defined for this work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The applications of digital environments for learning factories are then discussed by 

developing a version (with a limited scope) of digital learning factory model for TU 

Darmstadt’s learning factory (CiP).  

 

Note that the definition of these two terminologies, namely digital factory and digital 

manufacturing, differs in the scientific community; however, such a difference is not central 

to this work, and as a result, this thesis refers to both of them as digital learning factory 

models (considering their application in learning factories). The author believes that such 

digital models can provide an intuitively understandable user interface and therefore are 

considered essential for learning factories’ objectives. However, due to time limitation and 

the wide span of the project, the focus of the implementation stage would only be on the 

assembly stations of TU Darmstadt’s learning factory instead of the whole production line. 

As will be discussed later, in order to implement a digital learning factory model, one 

approach is to connect a 2-Dimenional simulation model to an animation framework with the 

help of an analyzer software which directly sends the outputs of the 2D simulation into the 

animation framework. The implementation of such automatic connection is also beyond the 

scope of this work as it requires a set of complex programming by a skilled programmer and 

therefore a second approach is applied where the 2D and 3D simulation models are 

disconnected and only used for verifying one another (especially because they have different 

scopes in this work) . Extension of the digital simulation model to the whole production line 

of TU Darmstadt to better visualize the production system is considered as future work. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

To achieve the research goals, the project was divided into the following stages: 

As a primary step, a literature review was conducted regarding both the previous works and 

relevant terminologies. A number of journal papers and conference presentations were 

perused in order to get familiar with the concepts of “learning factory”, “digital 

factory/digital manufacturing” and their former applications for the purpose of teaching and 

Research questions: 

1. What are the benefits of digital environments for learning factories from the 

learning/teaching point of view? 

2. Can digital learning factories replace physical learning factories (as they are 

today)? 
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learning the production concepts. As for the second goal of this work, a case study was 

conducted at TU Darmstadt’s learning factory in Germany to highlight some of these 

benefits.  

 

In order to understand the production process and products at TU Darmstadt’s learning 

factory, different information regarding the layout, machines, processes, etc. were collected 

in different formats from files and pictures to videos through E-mail. Note that as the 

production process is confidential, not all of the information and collected data could be 

explained in details in this work. The collected data then had to be analyzed and studied 

which required almost 1-2 months as they were mainly in German and had to be translated. A 

number of question and answer E-mails were sent to the contact person in TU Darmstadt 

simultaneously with the studies in order to remove any ambiguity regarding the gathered 

data. To further analyze the gathered data, it was decided to develop a discrete event 

simulation model for TU Darmstadt’s material flow which could provide an explicit sight 

regarding the process, bottlenecks, resource consumptions, etc. A number of simplifications 

and hypothesis then had to be considered for modeling the production process in CiP to 

reduce the complexity and effort. This simplified model was later simulated in the software 

ExtendSim which utilizes different blocks and connections to model the logic behind a 

process. The simulated model had to be verified in order to make sure that it is truly 

representing the production line at CiP. A theory based verification of the model was then 

applied and different outputs were studied to be correct.  

 

To develop a 3D digital demo of the CiP production process, the assembly stations were 

selected rather than the whole production line due to the time limitation of the work. The 

Process Simulate Tecnomatix software by Siemens was used for this purpose. The tutorials of 

Process Simulate Tecnomatix software were provided by Siemens and studied as the initial 

step. A combination of part and resource models of CiP were then imported into this software 

and then simulated close to the real assembly process in TU Darmstadt. The benefits of the 

developed digital model were then highlighted and discussed. Eventually the final chapter 

concludes the work and proposes the possible future work regarding this topic. Note that it 

can be important to make the digital 3D models as close as possible to reality (even matching 

the colors of components and machines) in order to provide a reliable source for academic 

training. Therefore, developing such a realistic digital 3D model is an interesting topic for 

future work.  

 

The steps of the project are shown in figure 1.1. Note that the boxes with dash lines are the 

project goals which have been defined. The sequence of steps for achieving each goal is 

presented below it.   
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Figure 1.1 Project steps definition 
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1.4 Learning Factory 

1.4.1 History and definition 
The concept of “Learning Factory” was first originated from the coalition of three 

universities of Penn State, Washington and Puerto Rico-Mayagüez with collaboration of a 

government laboratory (Sandia National Laboratories). On July 15, 1994, this Manufacturing 

Engineering Education Partnership (MEEP) was granted a governmental fund to develop this 

concept and create the first “Learning Factory” [1]. Thereafter, over 100 partners from 

industries joined this corporation to pursue the goal of providing a practice-based engineering 

curriculum where students could put theories into practice and tackle real projects and 

scenarios from industries, which later was called “Learning Factory”. Within three years, 

Learning Factory was successfully established in all the three universities and was then 

integrated with the traditional laboratories and universities curriculum. A strong collaboration 

with industries was required for existence of such facilities since industries could bring in 

real-life projects; provide informative experiences while sponsoring the education in the area. 

Learning Factory soon spread all over the world due to its benefits for both engineering 

society and industries and more universities started implementing it within their institution 

and curricula.   

1.4.2 Benefits and objective  
The main objective of Learning Factory is to emphasize on product realization 

(understanding the life-cycle of a product) in production environments from the very initial 

design stage of the product and planning until the manufacturing of the product and to train 

engineers how to optimize each of these processes. However, the product realization stages 

are not limited to the design, planning and production stages but also consist of logistics, 

maintenance and recycling of the product.  A detailed view of lifecycle concerns of product 

realization are provided in [2]. This product realization perspective is required for goals of 

productivity optimization and enhancements regarding different factors such as processes, 

resources, design of the product, etc.  

As an example, CiP learning factory at TU Darmstadt, Germany and LSP (Learning factory 

for lean production) at TU Munich, Germany focus on process optimization and lean 

concepts. Nevertheless, the study scopes of the two are different: LSP focuses on specific 

production processes such as machining, assembly and quality control, whereas CiP learning 

factory is concerned with the supply chain, including the customer demand to production, 

product delivery, and orders from suppliers [3]. 

The fact that energy sources in the world are going to end someday has forced factories to 

move through an energy efficient approach as well as process efficiency in order to keep pace 

with the competitive market. Learning factories therefore have an important role in the 

improvement of sustainability within factories since learners are able to deeply sense the 

effect of different approaches on resource and process efficiency. This as a result can lead to 

reduction of energy and other resources wastes and creation of a healthy and productive 

working environment.  
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Examples of learning factories which emphasize on energy efficiency and energy 

productivity optimization (i.e. to optimize the output obtained from specific energy 

consumption) are LEP (learning factory for energy productivity) at TU Munich, Germany 

and learning factory at Bayreuth, Germany [3]. 

The benefits of learning factories can be divided into two main categories: 

 

 From learner point of view: Learning factories can provide engineers with the 

following qualities [1]:  

 

- A product realization perspective (from design to manufacturing) 

- Fundamental lasting engineering knowledge both in theory and practice such as 

lean methods in production, JIT (Just in time), Kanban systems, etc. 

- A sustainable approach through the manufacturing process 

- Fundamental knowledge regarding different tools, machines and new 

technologies 

- Experience of realistic cases in business and industries 

- Experience of working in semi- industry facilities 

- Experience of working as a team and communicating with other partners 

- A creative and innovative approach through new problems 

Moreover, the followings are also provided for learners to help the learning process: 

- Financial support from industries  

- Loans and donations for new equipment and machines 

- Tours of industrial facilities  

- Guest lecturers from industries 

Overall, learning factories can educate competent engineers for modern industries who are 

ready to contribute to their work environments. 

 

 From industry point of view: Industries also benefit from learning factories. The 

feedbacks from industries are essential since they can guide students through the 

necessary skills and knowledge they are required to learn. Learning Factory can 

provide industries with the following benefits [1]: 

 

- Available Skilled engineers with deep understanding of product realization and 

team work as future workforce 

- Different ways of evaluation such as internship and real projects for 

recognizing potential employees in future 

- Close collaboration with universities which can provide them the answers to 

the real time problems. These problems are assigned to a learning factory each 

as an independent project with a specific funding. 

- Opportunity to better educate and train their current industry personnel 
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- Using learning factories as an experimental and research tool for testing 

different new scenarios of production, assembly processes and new 

innovations.  

  

As a result, learning factory as collaboration between university and industry can lead to a 

win-win situation for both parties, and therefore is appreciated.  

1.5 Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality  

 “Virtual Reality” abbreviated as “VR” is referred to a 3D computer-simulated environment 

where people can have realistic experiences through their sensory capabilities [4] i.e. the user 

is fully immersed within the virtual environment, can manipulate the surroundings and sense 

the consequences of different interactions in real time. Fully immersion is referred to the 

situation in which the user is not capable of distinguishing which world is real and which 

world is not. In virtual reality environments, although what is captured and interpreted by the 

brain and the sensory organs are assumed to be real, the surrounding environment does not 

exist in real life.  

“Virtual Reality” was introduced to the world in the early 19
th

 century and later became 

popular due to its advantageous applications. Namely, emersion of CAD (computer-aided-

design) systems played an important role in the development process of virtual reality 

technologies. As the knowledge in the area grew, more virtual reality technologies were 

developed and more fields of applications were discovered. Some of the VR input/output 

technologies can be categorized as follows: [5]:  

- Non-immersive VR : Such as keyboards and mice  

- Semi-immersive VR: Such as large screen monitors  

- Fully-immersive VR: Such as voice commands 

Some of the VR applications are: military applications, game industry, aerospace industry, 

medical industry, production industry, etc. In the field of production and material 

engineering, virtual reality techniques have enabled the development of a virtual workshop 

where different manufacturing processes, machines and prototypes can be modeled, 

simulated and visualized leading to an early evaluation of product manufacturability and 

optimization of the production processes before they actually take place in real life (prior to 

the start of production). This development is referred to as “Virtual Manufacturing” and will 

be discussed later.   
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Figure 1.2 Application of virtual reality in army

1
 

 

The rich research on “Virtual Reality” has given rise to the new concept of “Augmented 

Reality” also abbreviated as “AR”. Since VR was purely immersing the user into a virtual 

environment, ideas of enabling artificial objects to be realized as perceptions of user’s real 

world were born. “Augmented reality” is a type of “Virtual Reality” however; the level of 

immersion into the environment differs. “Augmented Reality” presents virtual objects into 

the user’s real scene which are partially realized to be a part of the real world--- therefore the 

user is not fully immersed into this environment. 

 “Augmented reality” was first born in 1963 when Ivan Sutherland, a PhD student built the 

first head-mounted displays (HMD). These displays could provide the user with a view which 

could alter according to the users viewing direction and therefore allowing the user to partly 

immerse within the environment [6].  

AR is believed to have benefits in much broader areas than VR. One of these applications is 

for example navigation in an unknown city [7] where the directions can be directly displayed 

in the users view and the names of places and streets can be shown on real visionary objects.  

The idea of monitoring instructions of different tasks on the user’s visionary view introduced 

many more applications of AR to the world and presented this technology as a useful training 

tool which could reduce the training time while increasing the quality of work. This idea of 

displaying instructions was first used in Boeing airplane plant for assembling wire bundles in 

the 1990’s [8]. 

 In the field of production and manufacturing, AR has a wide-range use in manufacturing, 

assembly, maintenance and repair. AR can for example be used in assembly stations where 

the operator can easily assemble the parts while the instructions are displayed in details 

within his view scene. This can: 

                                                           
1
 http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2012/01/army-virtual-reality/, 2013 
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- Reduce training time for new operators 

- Reduce cycle time  

- Improve quality 

- Enable more rotational work among employees and eliminate experience 

dependency of operations 

- Due to the possibility of providing clear guidelines for any given job using AR, 

the typical dependency on the knowledge of experienced work force can be 

reduced. 

- Reduce the chance of ambiguous job instructions owing to the systematic 

instruction making. 

- Reduce cost 

  

 

Figure 1.3 Augmented reality glasses
2
 

1.6 Digital Factory and Digital Manufacturing 

Different definitions of digital factory exist due to the difference of perceptions among 

authors and the different scenarios which are studied. Digital factory can be defined as “an 

operational digital model of a real, tangible factory” [9]. The ref. [10] has presented a more 

detailed perspective in which a digital factory is defined as “an integrated infrastructure for 

virtual manufacturing, including CAD and simulation models of machines, equipment, work 

cells, lines and plants”. A digital factory has to be a representative of a real factory with all its 

process and resources being presented in a 3D simulation model. This provides an 

infrastructure for studying, analyzing, planning and optimizing the product life-cycle through 

a virtual environment with the aid of virtual reality technologies such as digital 

manufacturing. It also enables the optimization of human factors and ergonomics within a 

                                                           
2
 http://mikeshouts.com/meta-spaceglasses-augmented-reality-glasses/, 2013 
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factory. It is obvious that VR technology is a key element to the existence of such concept 

since the model has to be presented in a virtual environment with a close interaction with the 

user.  

Digital manufacturing as a computer-based technology has the aim of analyzing and 

optimizing the different manufacturing processes within a digital factory model. Both 3D 

CAD and simulation models are essential for this goal.  Digital manufacturing system not 

only can aid the process of verifying the product manufacturability and production process, 

but also can help enhancing them. This early optimization can lead to reduction of time and 

cost while improving the productivity and the quality of product. Digital manufacturing can 

give a clear view of product manufacturability at a very early stage before the production 

starts. It is also good to mention that the initial implementation investment for such 

technologies (both digital factory and digital manufacturing) can be expensive since it 

requires an enhanced IT infrastructure within a company however their advantages will soon 

compensate this initial cost. Testing new scenarios in real production systems can result in 

big losses of money, resources, reputation and customers for companies if they turn to be a 

wrong change however, with the mentioned technologies they are just considered as a new 

testing virtual scenario which only require some time to be simulated and less cost. Early 

detection of enhancement possibilities regarding different production factors prevents the 

possible losses and improves the profitability. 

Similar to digital factory, digital manufacturing also has been presented by different literature 

and perspectives. Digital manufacturing has been presented as one critical element for PLM 

(product lifecycle management) strategy which has the goal of ensuring the product 

profitability through a virtual study of product manufacturability and with the aid of CAD 

technology [11] and [12]. 

The usage of these technologies has become a necessity for companies nowadays in order to 

cope with the tight competition. This has been the case for Dürr Company as an example. 

“Dürr is one of the world's leading suppliers of products, systems, and services, mainly for 

automobile manufacturing. The Dürr Group is established globally and represented locally by 

companies in 23 countries. Digital factory and manufacturing environments have been 

established at Dürr and have provided high level of planning reliability, shortened processing 

and commissioning times which all lead to substantial cost savings.” [13] 

The benefits of digital factory and digital manufacturing have been discussed in [9], [14] and 

[15]. Some of these benefits are as follows: 

- Visualization of processes, plant, products, etc.  

- Enabling the optimization regarding processes, product design, layout, efficiency 

and productivity, energy consumption, ergonomic features, safety issues, etc. 

before the actual production starts. 

- Reliability of results and high acceptance rate. 

- Possibility of analyzing different scenarios and plans with small cost and effort 

compared to the real implementation of the new scenario. 
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- Reduce cost of robotic collisions by validating the process in a virtual 

environment 

- Prevention of redundancies and reducing the cost of errors due to the early error 

detection 

- Reducing the time to market of the products 

 

1.7 Modeling and Simulation 

The main initial steps for both digital factory and digital manufacturing implementation are 

modeling and simulating the current system which requires a deep understanding of the 

current production/manufacturing system with all the related elements. After the system has 

been studied and understood, a simplified model has to be developed and then simulated with 

the aid of simulation software. Simplification and assumptions are essential for this goal 

since the real systems can be too complex and hard to be programmed. The final outputs of 

the simulation model have to be verified to make sure that the model is working properly and 

is truly representing the studied system. Both theories and real systems outputs such as KPI’s 

(key performance indicators) of the factory are useful for the verification step. 

Discrete event simulations are useful tools for simulating different processes and flows 

within a factory. As the name indicates, a discrete event simulation models all operations as a 

discrete sequence of events in time [16]. Simulation can provide benefits such as analyzing 

the system, finding conflicts within the system and predicting the future behavior. It also 

provides the possibility to enhance the system by changing different factors and analyzing the 

output. Therefore Simulation is considered as a major tool for companies nowadays.   

1.8 Previous works and developments 

The previous related works regarding the application of digital models for teaching and 

learning purposes is presented in this section.  

Sheater, Martin and Harris in 1993 presented a virtual factory environment where employees 

could put theories into practice and be trained regarding the CIM (computer integrated 

manufacturing) and FMS (flexible manufacturing system) technologies [17]. 

 

In 1998, Dessouky presented the idea of developing a Virtual Factory Teaching System 

(VFTS) which had the goal to provide visual aids for university instructors to present the 

concepts regarding factory management and design of complex manufacturing systems [18]. 

The methodology for development of VFTS was later published in 2001 [19] where 

Dessouky presented this methodology as an integration of web-based simulations, 

engineering education, Internet, and virtual factories. Unlike [20] and [21] Dessouky used an 

approach to separate the simulation model from the graphic and user interfaces using both 

Java and Visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping). This web-based virtual 

factory consisted of three modules of forecasting, planning and scheduling which were not 
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integrated. Each module allowed students to add related inputs and as a result, the simulation, 

outputs and different reports were shown in a graphical window; however, the connection 

between this virtual factory and the real factories were off-line and the simulation was 2-

Dimensional and web-based. 

In [22], the authors present a web-based virtual factory which is developed for training 

purposes as a curriculum which differs from the traditional theoretical teaching systems. 

Similar to learning factories concept, this work aims to utilize industrial cases and provide 

students with deep understanding regarding the production processes by asking them to 

adjust a simulated manufacturing model to meet certain specifications. 

A web-based intelligent virtual learning environment (WIVLE) is discussed in [23] with the 

aim of a continuous industrial improvement. WIVLE uses realistic data and develops a 

simulation model where both students and teachers can interact and control. Moreover, it uses 

both human knowledge and authentic historical data instead of just utilizing the human 

knowledge as is in [24] which results in more realistic models. This learning environment is 

believed to provide inspiration for students to learn industrial concepts in a more realistic 

way. The required structure for developing such systems is also discussed and presented.  

Zhong and Shirinzadeh present an integrated methodology for developing a virtual factory 

environment in [25] which provides a 3D animated environment from discrete event 

simulation models. This methodology aims to integrate discrete event simulation with a 3D 

visualization which is developed in Java3D and Java Beans however; the software 

component technology is utilized in the implementation stage. The ref. [25] has proposed the 

architecture of implementing a virtual factory model as shown below in Figure 1.4: 

 

 

 

Figure1.4 Virtual factory model framework [25] 

As seen in the picture above, the virtual factory model is a combination of both static and 

dynamic objects in a factory which are displayed in an animation framework and are 

controlled based on the outputs of a discrete event simulation of the production process. A 

discrete event simulator simulates the factory, particularly based on the factory 

production/manufacturing processes, machine characteristics and production planning data. 
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The simulation results are then sent to the analyzing software which will define the 

movements and behaviors of the dynamic objects based on its input data and the applied 

programming. Therefore the analyzer plays the role of a connector between the discrete event 

simulation software and 3-dimensional simulation software. Although discrete event 

simulation models can be adequate for analyzing the system, they can only be understood by 

simulation experts therefore the animation framework of 3D software is required in order to 

provide a more user friendly interface. Changing any production data can directly be applied 

to the simulation model which will result into the repetition of the above cycle. As mentioned 

earlier, although this approach can be of an interest because of the continuous automatic 

feedback from the 2D simulation into the 3D simulation, it requires a very time consuming 

and complex programming process which is beyond the scope of this project. Therefore this 

work applies a disconnected 2D and 3D simulation modeling for constructing the digital 

learning factory model for TU Darmstadt. 

XPRES lab at KTH University, Sweden aims to develop a digital factory model for adaptive 

manufacturing and with the goal of providing a better learning environment for students and 

industries. This digital factory model has brought different collaborations of XPRES lab with 

universities and industries inside or outside Sweden such as the collaboration between 

XPRES and the learning factory of TU Darmstadt, Germany (CiP) [26]. 

Within the past decade, the concept of “Smart Factory” has been presented and developed at 

Stuttgart University, Germany. “The Smart Factory represents a context-sensitive 

manufacturing environment that can handle turbulences in real-time production using 

decentralized information and communication structures for an optimum management of 

production processes” [27]. Smart Factory as a digital manufacturing environment has the 

ability to track and monitor production processes in real time with the aid of virtual reality 

and tracking technologies such as RFID (Radio Frequency Identification Device) [28]. 
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Chapter 2: Physical vs. digital learning 

factories 
A learning factory requires different tools and methods to provide students and industry 

personnel with better learning capabilities. Kapadia, R.J. in [29] proposed suitable teaching 

styles in engineering education based on the different learning styles of students. The best 

learning output is only achieved when both teaching and learning styles match. In order to 

cover all different learning styles, different methods of teaching such as verbal, visual and 

active can be used. Verbal teaching is well suited for auditory learners however it lacks 

pictures, diagrams, experiments and physical activities that can satisfy active or visual 

learners.  Since learning factories are developed in a way that learners can put theory into 

practice and play with machines and scenarios in real production areas, active learners and 

visual learners can also be satisfied. However, supplementary visual methods are appreciated. 

Digital manufacturing and digital factory technologies are considered as these visual 

methods. While university lectures focus on verbal teaching and games to teach production 

concepts and principles, learning factories focus on practicing theories by experiencing real 

production processes. Therefore using virtual visualization tools such as digital factory and 

digital manufacturing concepts can be beneficial.   

As discussed before, digital factory and digital manufacturing technologies have been 

recently introduced to learning factories for training and teaching purposes; however, their 

advantages is not clearly known for many of learning factories in the world. Although a lot of 

publications have discussed the benefits of learning factories, discussions regarding the 

benefits of digital models for learning factories still lack in the scientific community. Even 

though these digital models can bring a lot of benefits for learning factories, they are still not 

openly welcome in these facilities as they are still unknown of what they can offer. Until 

today, most learning factories rely on the basic physical practice methods as the teaching 

process. In this subsection, a comparison between physical learning factories (as is now 

today) and digital learning factories (which is what this thesis is introducing as an essential 

tool) is presented. 

2.1 Advantages and disadvantages of digital learning 

factories 

Learning factories can benefit from digital factory and digital manufacturing technologies as 

they can provide the learners with a lot of information regarding the processes, retailers, etc. 

which cannot be easily obtained by the mean of physical experience and physical factory 

environments. This can affect the learning rate as different scenarios can be tested and 

analyzed with almost realistic yet virtual experiences. However digital learning factories can 

have their own disadvantages compared to physical learning factories as well. A comparison 

has been conducted below and different aspects of digital and physical learning factories have 

been analyzed. The discussed facts are then categorized in the five categories of the learning 

process. Finally, the summary of the discussion is provided in the table 2.6. 
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1. Simulating uncertainties such as machine failure has always been challenging 

for physical factories as it requires both time and cost. Moreover the 

occurrence time of these uncertainties is usually unknown and therefore 

specific distributions have to be assigned to them as reference. All these 

difficulties as a result can limit the scenarios that learning factories define or 

study. As an example assume that in a scenario, machine X has a failure with 

the distribution Y and the effect of that failure on the production output has to 

be studied for one month. Simulating this scenario for real requires shutting 

down that machine (as it is the closest to break down state) while running the 

production line for a month. This 30-day period not only requires cost (as the 

system has to be run for a long period and moreover the throughput will 

probably decrease) but also a 30-day available time of both teachers and 

learners which in most cases is not available. Using digital learning factories, 

these uncertainties can be easily simulated (for example the distribution of 

machine failure can be imported in a simulation model), will require less cost 

(almost no cost aside from the simulation cost) and will omit the time 

limitation due to the fast analysis speed of the simulation models.  

 

2. The effects of a change in production line characteristics may not be 

immediately observed at the output--- indeed, a considerable time might be 

needed for the output to show the difference. In physical training 

environments this interval is not usually available since training courses are 

held in short periods of time and there is the possibility that many impacts 

cannot be analyzed as they truly affect the output. Digital learning factory not 

only can simulate these situations and present the outputs of longer time 

intervals in shorter time but also can repeat these simulations for several times 

in order to get a closer to reality view. Therefore the fast simulation speed of 

digital learning factory is one of its advantages compared to the physical 

learning factories. 

 

3. Although physical learning factories can study the supply chain from suppliers 

to the delivery stage but they are mainly limited to the production 

(manufacturer role) when it comes to analyzing different scenarios and 

different roles of the supply chain. Therefore studying the other roles of the 

supply chain such as the supplier, customer, etc. is not usually possible. 

Digital learning factories on the other hand can increase the study span of the 

learning factories and provide students a more convenient holistic view of the 

whole supply chain rather than just the production line.  

 

4. Some changes in the production system can be very expensive, time 

consuming or not possible regarding space and budget limitations. For 

example adding a new machine not only requires budget but also an empty 

space to be placed. As both the budget and facility area of physical learning 

factories are limited, not all definable scenarios are possible. Time also is 
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considered as limitation because the study periods are short and scenario 

changes require time to be implemented. On the other hand, virtual 

environments are not limited to a specific space or budget. As a result they can 

reduce non-necessary costs when it comes to testing different scenarios. Also 

removing all these limitations allows digital learning factories to provide more 

scenarios and give more freedom to students to manipulate scenarios with no 

huge expenses.  

 

5. Digital learning factories will provide less human errors as the analysis 

process is mainly performed automatically. Although the data input are done 

by human, the calculation of different KPI’s of the system is performed by 

computers which expectedly results in less errors. As an example assume the 

scenario where the average WIP (work in progress) has to be calculated. In 

physical learning factories this has to be done through counting the WIP by a 

human which may cause some errors, while in digital learning factories such 

counting is done by a computer, and hence can be more reliable. 

 

6. Physical learning factories require the presence of the participants. With the 

aid of virtual environments, distant learning can be obtained as one of the 

important outcomes of digital learning factories. Although physical learning 

factories are nowadays widely spread all over the world, providing a distant 

learning option not only can increase the number of participants but also can 

provide a more flexible study calendar for students and teachers. 

 

7. In physical learning factories a number of students are required to actually 

work in the production line and study the results as the scenarios change. In 

this case there usually exists a capacity limit for the number of participants. In 

digital learning factories due to the possibility of virtual experience of the 

scenarios, this capacity limit is considerably more than the physical learning 

factories. Note that more number of computers lead to more number of 

participants for digital learning factories.    

 

8. The students of learning factories consist of a wide range from student to 

employees and managers. The students can come with different backgrounds 

and can be categorized to different levels from beginners to highly-skilled 

professionals when they are compared based on practical experiences 

(including the experience of working in production lines, different machines 

and possible risks in production facilities). Beginners are more subject to the 

risks as they have a lowest practical experience. Digital learning factories can 

reduce the possible risk for these learners especially when it comes to working 

with robots and safety issues such as the risk of fire. There can also be specific 

simulation models for each of these risks so that beginners can at least get 

aware of them and experience them in virtual environments. It is for sure that 
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these experiences are not as clear and as practical of the real experiences 

however they can provide some knowledge for the beginners. 

 

9. Working with digital learning factory requires some simulation software 

background and skills for both the teachers and learners. This is essential as 

they have to be able to work with the simulation models, know how to 

manipulate data and analyze the outputs. To achieve this goal, learning 

factories might require adding the simulation background as a prerequisite for 

their courses or provide some simulation courses for beginners in the field. 

However, it is believed that such simulation knowledge is very useful for the 

future of the learners in learning factories and therefore can be seen more as 

an advantage rather than disadvantage. 

 

10. In digital environments with the aid of analyzing and statistical software, the 

outputs of the simulation model can be studied more deeply and in more 

details. The statistical and analytical software can provide different analysis 

such as sensitivity analysis (to study how different output variables can be 

affected by changes in input variables of the system), etc. in a very short 

amount of time by gathering the outputs of the model directly from the 

simulation results. It is also possible to run different simulation models 

simultaneously and compare their results. Moreover more visualizing methods 

such as graphs, tables, etc. can be provided. This is also possible in physical 

learning factories but is more human related as all data have to be gathered by 

human and then imported into specific software for creating the related 

statistical analysis and visualizing tools. As discussed before, in this case the 

possibility of human error while gathering and importing the data can be more 

than the case when the process is performed by computers and also the process 

takes a longer time. 

 

11. Although digital learning factory can have many advantages but it requires 

implementation of a complex IT infrastructure and programming the digital 

model which is both expensive and time consuming. Implementing such 

systems can be hard and expensive at the first look; however, when 

implemented they can provide numerous benefits as a training tool.  

 

12. Digital environments have always been used for optimization purposes and 

this is the same for digital learning factories which can be used for optimizing 

the production line. Regarding the assembly line, the digital learning factories 

can be very useful for improving the ergonomic features and developing 

suitable designs of work stations, containers, etc. they can help to optimize the 

assembly process as well. This can be of an interest for a number of learning 

factories that specially focus on the assembly stations. Digital models are very 

useful when robotic activities exist in the production line. Using these digital 

models, the robot movements can be optimized and the possibility of any 
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collision can be decreased. Moreover, by optimizing the robotic movement, 

the energy consumption of the whole production system can be reduced. As 

discussed earlier, some learning factories focus on the energy consumptions 

and the digital models are considered to be useful tools to aid them fulfil their 

goals. 

 

13. Learning process by digital learning factory is in some ways different from the 

physical learning factory. Learners in digital learning factories mainly should 

sit behind computers and experience the production line in a virtual 

environment which can get boring and tiring after some time while in physical 

learning factories learners have to actually be present and work in the 

production environment. The experience they acquire in physical learning 

factories is different, more practical and usually remains in the long-term 

memory of the learners as they actually perform different tasks themselves. 

Digital learning factories on the other hand provide the learners with only a 

visualization of the production plant; hence, some of the acquired learning 

experiences may have more potential to get forgotten without further physical 

practice. There are also experiences that can only be obtained by actually 

working with production systems such as experience of operating machines, 

emergencies and dangers or team work. which is not obtained in digital 

learning factory environments.  

 

The following categorization system has been conducted for comparing the two physical and 

digital learning factory concepts. The five categories are the relevant stages within a learning 

process of learning factories. The discussed aspects are summarized in the tables below. Each 

table represents one comparison category and is divided into two columns of digital learning 

factory and physical learning factory. For more examples and explanation of each aspect 

please refer to the related paragraph (shown in the brackets). The wining aspect in each 

comparison (each row) is highlighted in green while the losing factor is highlighted in red. 

Each win stands for one benefit of the digital learning factory over physical learning factory 

or vice versa. For cases in which no winning aspect can be necessarily decided (due to the 

difference of scenarios), the decision is assigned to the reader, and therefore both aspects are 

highlighted in brown.  

Note that a winner can probably be found in each category but note that each category also 

has different weight (i.e. importance) which is defined based on the objectives of learning 

factories therefore the more number of wins does not necessarily conclude the preference of 

digital learning factory over the physical learning factory or vice versa.  

 Investment 

The initial investment of digital learning factories can be huge but pays off as it can 

provide a lot of benefits. While digital learning factories mainly require investment 

regarding the IT infrastructure, networking, software, etc., physical learning factories 
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require investment regarding the production plant, machines, technicians, power, etc. 

As different learning factories study different scenarios and have different objectives, 

a cost analysis is required for comparing the investment factor. Therefore a conclusion 

about which requires less cost cannot be made without further analysis.   

Digital learning factory Physical learning factory 

Cost of IT infrastructure exists 

but no production facility (11) 

Cost of production facility exists 

but no IT infrastructure  

Table 2.1 Comparison of “investment” between digital/physical learning factories 

 Study Scenario definition 

This category studies all the aspects that are related regarding the definition of 

different scenarios in learning factories. As it can be seen there is a huge advantage in 

using digital learning factories for this purpose. 

 

Digital learning factory Physical learning factory 

No time limitation due to fast 

simulation speed exists (2,4) 

Time limitation  

No limitation exists (4) Cost and space limitation 

Can simulates uncertainties by 

inputting the related distribution 

into the simulation process (1) 

Difficult and expensive to model 

uncertainties such as machine 

failures 

more convenient holistic analysis 

such as supply chain study (3) 

Study scope limitation  

Provides more study scenarios 

(4) 

Pre-defined and limited study 

scenarios 

Table 2.2 Comparison of “Study scenario definition” between digital/physical learning 

factories 

 Study process 

This category compares the different aspects of the process during different studies. 

As it can be seen, the digital learning factory can provide more benefits. 

Digital learning factory Physical learning factory 

Physical presence not required 

therefore allows distant learning 

(6) 

Physical presence required 

Allows learners to test their 

imaginary scenarios with no 

limitation (4,6) 

Limited freedom to learners for 

manipulating scenarios as they wish 

Shortens the study period (2) Long study processes (differs 

regarding the study objectives) as 

different scenarios have to be run 

individually 

Decreases risks and safety issues 

(such as providing working 

Safety risks may exist specially for 

beginners but more realistic 
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instructions for beginners, 

simulated maneuver for 

emergencies such as fire, etc.) (8) 

Allows simultaneous multiple 

studies and on-time comparison 

(10) 

Not possible to run different 

scenarios simultaneously 

Requires some simulation 

background as learners should be 

able to manipulate the scenarios 

and read the results (9) 

No simulation knowledge 

background required 

Allows more participants (7) Participants number limitation 

Table 2.3 Comparison of “Study process” between digital/physical learning factories 

 

 Study results 

The results of each study have to be gathered and analyzed. This process differs in 

many ways in digital and physical learning factories.  

Digital learning factory Physical learning factory 

Speeds up the analyzing process 

(10) 

Long analyzing time 

Less human error involved (5) Human errors exist 

Connecting  the simulation to 

analyzing tools can provide more 

statistical results (10) 

Limited analyzing tools 

Provides more visualization tools 

(10) 

Limited visualizing tools to 

visualize the results and compare 

them 

Can provide more optimization 

tips and solutions (12) 

Limited optimization solutions 

Table 2.4 Comparison of “Study results” between digital/physical learning factories 

 Learner’s experience 

This category is the most important category and all the other categories are supposed 

to benefit the learners learning and experience as this is one of the objectives of 

learning factories. Although the winner of the categories above has mainly been the 

digital learning factory, it is not the case here. As can be seen there is a huge 

difference in the learner’s experience by using the physical learning factory vs. digital 

learning factory.   

Digital learning factory Physical learning factory 

Physical experience such as 

teamwork, working with 

machines, etc. is not obtained 

(13) 

Physical experience is obtained 

such as teamwork, working with 

machines, etc. 

Simulation software experience 

is obtained as a useful tool for 

No software experience is obtained 
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future engineers (9) 

Can be forgotten soon if not put 

into practice (13) 

Remains longer in the memory of 

learners 

Sitting behind a computer can get 

boring (13) 

More fun and practical 

Table 2.5 Comparison of “Learner’s experience” between digital/physical learning factories 

 To conclude, as providing practical experience of production processes is one of the 

objectives of learning factories, and digital environments are not very successful of achieving 

that goal, (that is at least with the current technologies and the high associated costs,) they 

cannot replace physical learning factories. However they can be introduced as very beneficial 

and essential complementary tool for physical learning factories as they can aid different 

categories of learning process. 

All the above tables have been gathered in the following table to provide a better overview of 

the comparison. 

Digital learning factory Physical learning factory 

Investment 

Cost of IT infrastructure exists but no 

production facility (11) 

Cost of production facility exists but no IT 

infrastructure  

Study scenario definition 

No time limitation due to fast simulation 

speed exists (2,4) 

Time limitation  

No limitation exists (4) Cost and space limitation 

Can simulates uncertainties by inputting the 

related distribution into the simulation process 

(1) 

Difficult and expensive to model 

uncertainties such as machine failures 

more convenient holistic analysis such as 

supply chain study (3) 

Study scope limitation  

Provides more study scenarios (4) Pre-defined and limited study scenarios 

Study process 

Physical presence not required therefore 

allows distant learning (6) 

Physical presence required 

Allows learners to test their imaginary 

scenarios with no limitation (4,6) 

Limited freedom to learners for manipulating 

scenarios as they wish 

Shortens the study period (2) Long study processes (differs regarding the 

study objectives) as different scenarios have 

to be run individually 

Decreases risks and safety issues (such as 

providing working instructions for beginners, 

simulated maneuver for emergencies such as 

fire, etc.) (8) 

Safety risks may exist specially for beginners 

but more realistic 

Allows simultaneous multiple studies and on-

time comparison (10) 

Not possible to run different scenarios 

simultaneously 

Requires some simulation background as No simulation knowledge background 
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learners should be able to manipulate the 

scenarios and read the results (9) 

required 

Allows more participants (7) Participants number limitation 

Study results 

Speeds up the analyzing process (10) Long analyzing time 

Less human error involved (5) Human errors exist 

Connecting  the simulation to analyzing tools 

can provide more statistical results (10) 

Limited analyzing tools 

Provides more visualization tools (10) Limited visualizing tools to visualize the 

results and compare them 

Can provide more optimization tips and 

solutions (12) 

Limited optimization solutions 

 

Learner’s experience 

Physical experience is not obtained such as 

teamwork, working with machines, etc. (13) 

Physical experience is obtained such as 

teamwork, working with machines, etc. 

Simulation software experience is obtained as 

a useful tool for future engineers (9) 

No software experience is obtained 

Can be forgotten soon if not put into practice 

(13) 

Remains longer in the memory of learners 

Sitting behind a computer can get boring (13) More fun and practical 

Table 2.6 Comparison of digital and physical learning factories 

2.2 Which learning factory to choose: A learner-based 

categorization 

The decision on how to focus on each of the digital vs. physical learning factory can be 

affected by different factors such as the scenario characteristics, learners’ backgrounds and 

future needs, available time and budget, etc. In this sub chapter, a categorization has been 

made with a focus on the learners’ background only. Note that other factors can also affect 

this process but are not discussed in this work.  

As discussed in the different publications and conferences, the learners of learning factories 

are usually divided into the three categories below: 

1. Students 

2. Industrial employees 

3. Managers 

As each category requires different needs for their future, they can make use of digital 

learning factories and physical learning factories in different ways for fulfilling their goals. 

Below a map of these needs is provided based on an intuitive analysis. Clearly, to increase 

the preciseness of the results, a questionnaire can be used. As the goal is just to compare 

these needs, no unit on the vertical axis has been defined. 
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Figure 2.1 Different backgrounds and needs of learning factory participants 

As you can see, the students have the highest theoretical knowledge but the least physical 

experience and managerial skill while employees have the highest physical experience. 

Managers usually do not need much physical experience but require high managerial skills.  

The following map can be provided based on the above comparison and indicates the focus 

on either digital or physical learning factories for each of these learner’s categories i.e. which 

of these learning factories have the most benefit for them.  A higher focus has been shown by 

a bigger circle in diameter. 

 

                        Learners 

 

Learning factory 

Students Industrial employees managers 

 

Digital learning factory 

 

   

 

Physical learning factory 

 

   

Table 2.7 Focus on digital and learning factories base on the learners’ category 

 

As physical experience has high weight for students (as this is what they lack), having the 

physical learning factory is essential. However, the digital learning factory can provide more 

study scenarios and increase the learning rate for students. Depending on the study scenario, 

Physical experience Theoretical knowledge Managerial skills

Students

Industrial employees

Managers
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the focus on the physical and digital learning factory can be either the same or more on 

physical learning factories in which the latter is more probable.   

Industrial employees usually come with high physical experiences but lack detailed 

knowledge of production concepts and how they affect the production scenarios and outputs. 

They require obtaining an understanding of the connection between these production 

concepts and the system outputs. As digital learning factory can provide more scenarios in 

shorter time duration and can also provide very reliable statistics, they can be considered a 

very good tool for employees. However, the physical learning factory should not be ignored 

and is always required to provide better understanding. 

Managers are interested to have more focus on the results of changes in production line and 

visualizing them rather than how to operate the production line physically. Therefore they 

should have their main focus on digital learning factories because this is the way they can be 

provided with more and better statistics, and visualization of the results. However, spending 

some time in the physical learning factory can be also useful and even necessary in some 

cases and should not be ignored.  
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Chapter 3: Case study - TU Darmstadt’s 

learning factory (CiP) 

3.1 CiP introduction 

The learning factory located at TU Darmstadt in Germany (Also called CiP: Center of 

industrial Productivity) aims to educate students and train managers or workers from 

industries with essential production concepts. This 500 square meter production facility 

consists of one production line which is capable of producing 8 variants of pneumatic 

cylinders.  

 

Figure 3.1 CiP learning factory at TU Darmstadt, Germany 

Courses and workshops are provided at CiP so that students, industry employees and 

managers can learn production theories while putting them into practice in real production 

systems. As a further collaboration of KTH and CiP at TU Darmstadt, developing a 3D 

digital dynamic model of assembly processes at CiP has been targeted as one goal of this 

work which can be used as a tool to provide better visualization for learners of this 

production facility. 

The production line of CiP is run by learners in two different scenarios i.e. old and improved. 

The old scenario consists of many factors from the design of the work space to the production 

strategy that will be further enhanced in the improved scenario. The outputs of these two 

different scenarios are then compared and discussed. This work studies the improved version 

of the CiP production scenario in which a pull strategy is applied, i.e. the production starts 

from the final station which then pulls the required materials from the previous stations. Also 

three Kanban systems exist for production, purchased parts and assembly. Kanbans are 

scheduling systems for lean and just-in-time (JIT) production [30]. 

 This chapter takes a look at CiP production system and product specifications. However, not 

all the production specifications can be mentioned due to the fact that the information are 

confidential.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_manufacturing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_In_Time_(business)
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3.2 Product Specifications 

CiP produces 8 variants of pneumatic cylinders. These cylinder variants have two main 

categories: D25 and D40. D refers to diameter meaning that cylinder variants belong to either 

diameter 25 mm or diameter 40 mm. Within each category, 4 different variants exist 

(depending on the inner/outer thread of the piston rod and the length of the components) 

which results in a total of 8 variants.  

The exploded view of the product for category D25 is presented in figure 3.2. The different 

components are presented in table 3.1. The D40 category also consists of the similar 

components; however, the number of screws differs.  

 

Figure 3.2 Exploded view of D25 category product of CiP 

number assigned Name 

1 Piston rod 

2 Piston 

3 Gasket 

4 Screw 

5 Cylinder cover 

6 Case 

7 Cylinder base 

Table 3.1 Components of CiP’s product 

The components are divided into the two category of outsource and indoor production; 

however, most of the components are outsourced. Both indoor and outdoor produced 

components have different variants to match the suitable product variant.  

The different machines of milling, sawing and turning in the production line are responsible 

for producing the indoor components such as piston rod. The assembly station at the end of 
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the production line then will assemble the components of each variant which are coming 

either from the indoor component supermarket or the supplier supermarket. The assembly 

station consists of 5 sub stations. The first three stations are responsible for assembly of the 

product; station 4 is responsible for quality check and station 5 for packaging the final 

product. 

3.3 Demand/Working time 

The demand is 48 products per day and arrives on a daily basis. The demands arrive with no 

particular order but it is known that the demand for product variants of category D25 is twice 

of the ones belonging to D40 totally. Therefore the product mix is almost 66% for D25 and 

33% for D40. No production priorities exist for different demands and variants.  

The production facility runs in 3 shifts and 5 working days. Each shift is 60 minutes and 

considering a 12 minute break, the available working time per shift would be 48 minutes. 

Different stations and machines will run for either 1, 2 or 3 shifts per day which is calculated 

based on their cycle time. The takt time for this production facility is 1 minute per product 

meaning that in order to be able to meet the customer need; the facility has to have an 

outcome of 1 cylinder per each minute (60 seconds). This can be calculated by the following 

formula:  

Takt time = available working time/customer demand = (60-12)/48=1 minute per product 

3.4 Analysis of material flow 

One useful tool for understanding and analyzing the material flow of a production facility is 

value stream mapping (VSM). This chart provides a visual view of flows (material, 

information, etc.) within a company using different symbols. It also enables improvements 

regarding the lean concepts. Some of these symbols are defined in Table 3.2 below. 

Symbol Definition 

 

 
Supermarket 

 

 
Inventory 

 

 
Delivery/Shipment 

 
Customer/Supplier 

 
External shipment 

 

 
Process 

 Material pull  

OXOX Leveling process 

FIFO First in First out queue 

Table 3.2 Some useful symbols of VSM 
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More descriptions and symbols can be found in [31]. 

The VSM of CiP is presented below. Note that it is created by CiP and has been collected for 

analysis of the material flow. However, the specifications of different processes have been 

deleted in the provided version below as they are confidential. The material flow starts at the 

moment the orders arrive from the customer box on the top right corner. The order is then 

analyzed and leveled in the production control section. The customer order then triggers the 

start of the production process at the last station (assembly, functionality test and packaging) 

to start the production process and then it continuously pulls material from previous stations.  

Note that the letters P, E and L stand for the German words “Entnahme” = withdrawal, 

“Lieferant”= supplier and “Produktion” = production.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Value Stream Map (VSM) of CiP learning factory, Germany 
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Chapter 4: 2D Simulation development 
This chapter discusses the development steps of the material flow simulation model for CiP 

production line, namely simplifications, modeling, simulating and analyzing. 

4.1 Simplifications and assumptions 

In order to simulate the material flow, some simplifications and assumptions were 

considered. Note that some collected data could not be validated in theory or could not be 

provided by CiP and therefore had to be assumed for modeling the system. The following 

assumptions and simplifications are therefore applied: 

• Machines are 100% available i.e. no breakdown occurs.  

• Exactly one raw material supplier and moreover, exactly one part supplier exist. 

• Quality control, washing and Assembly/functionality test/packaging are only working 

on the third shift. 

• The daily customer demand consists of 4 batches of 4 for D40 (total 16 quantities of 

D40) and 4 batches of 8 for D25 (total 32 quantities of D25) which are all received in 

one single order. Note that the only data regarding the customer demand were the 

total amount of the order which was 48 (fixed) and the proportions of the product 

variants (D25 and D40) which are 2 to 1.  

• The raw materials come in units with the suitable length for production instead of 

long bars therefore simulating the cutting process of these bars is not necessary.   

• The D40 and D25 categories have the batch size of 4 and 8 through the production 

line. 

• The defect rate is zero. 

With the aid of above simplifications and assumptions, and according to CiP’s VSM, a 

simplified model is developed and can be employed in the next step using simulation 

software.  

4.2 Simulation model 

The simulation model is developed in ExtendSim which is an easy-to-use, yet extremely 

powerful tool for simulating processes [32], and is presented in Figure 4.1. Note again that 

the confidential information have not been shown. 
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Figure 4.1 Discrete event simulation model developed in Extendsim 

 

Figure 4.2 Product variants description and IDs in the simulation model 

The simulation model has been made in a user friendly way with similar blocks to the VSM 

presented before. The customer block generates the orders and then the production control 

block has the responsibility of leveling the products and sending the orders to the final 

station. The Kanbans are then sent from the final station to the previous stations based on the 

customer orders. The eight product variants are displayed in Figure 4.2 with brief description 

and have been assigned a specific ID which is unique through the simulation process. Product 

IDs 1 to 4 refer to category D25 products and the rest to D40.  

Each main block consists of a number of building blocks that can operate different functions 

e.g. generate items, delay, assign attribute/value, batch, and calculate. These building blocks 

are displayed by clicking on each main block of the simulation model. For example by 

clicking on the “shipment to customer” block, the following window (Figure 4.3) will be 

opened which displays a queue function block, a generator function block and a service 

function block that together can simulate the delivery process to the customer. The input and 

outputs of this block can connect it to the other blocks in the simulation model and are 

displayed by rectangles with red borders. Clicking on each function block enables editing the 

specifications of that function and moreover obtaining some information regarding the 

simulation process. For example by clicking on the queue function block mentioned above, 

one can limit the length of the queue as well as observe some information in the result tab 

such as the average length of the queue, arrivals and departures.  
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Figure 4.3 “Shipment to customer” block of CiP’s discrete event simulation model 

The different blocks of the simulation models are mentioned and explained in the following 

subsections.  

4.2.1. Customer block 
Customer block is where the orders are generated by a generator block. The outputs of the 

model are also presented in the customer block. These outputs consist of the delivered and 

not delivered products and other reports such as lead time. The customer block is shown in 

Figure 4.4 below. 

 

Figure 4.4 “Customer” block of CiP’s discrete event simulation model 

 

By clicking on the generator block, the following window (Figure 4.5) will be displayed 

which indicates the defined product variants and their order sizes. Such generating schedule 

will be repeated on a daily basis.  
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Figure 4.5 “Order generator” block  

4.2.2. Production Control block 
This block is responsible for leveling the customer orders and sending the orders to the 

production line. The kanbans are also generated in this block by a generator block and will 

then be matched with the arriving orders. The matching process is shown in the following 

(Figure 4.6) with a red circle.  

Figure 4.6 “Production control” block of CiP’s discrete event simulation model 

4.2.3. Supermarket of final products block 
This block is where all the produced products are stored and are ready to be delivered. The 

customer orders arrive at this block and are matched with the available products in the 

supermarket. Whenever one product is send to the delivery block, a kanban will be sent to the 

previous station to start the production. Please note that all the other supermarket blocks have 
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the same logic and function similarly; therefore will not be discussed anymore except for the 

purchased parts supermarket which is one of the challenging parts of the simulation model. 

4.2.4. Assembly/Functionality test/Packaging block 
This block consists of 5 stations. The first 3 stations are responsible for the assembly of the 

products. Station 4 is the functionality test and station 5 packs the products. The packed 

products are then sent to the supermarket of final products. Please note that all the other 

processes: “Sawing”, “Turning”, “Milling” and “Washing/QC” have a similar structure with 

the assembly block except for the number of machines and machine specification (cycle time, 

changeover time, etc.) and therefore will not be discussed anymore.  

4.2.5. Raw material inventory block 
This is the inventory for the materials supplied by the raw material supplier. This block 

functions the same way as the supermarket blocks but does not send kanban signals out since 

it is at the very beginning of the production line.   

4.2.6. Raw material Supplier block 
This block consists of a generator that generates the raw material and sends them to the raw 

material inventory block based on a fixed daily schedule.  

4.2.7. Part supplier block 
This block supplies the ready-to-assemble components. This supplier works based on a pull 

behavior i.e. only the parts that have been used in the assembly station will be supplied and 

therefore the supply size is not fixed regarding the quantity and variation of parts.  

4.2.8. Purchased parts supermarket block 
The challenge regarding the simulation of the part supermarket starts with the fact that, first 

of all, the part supplier is responsible for supplying five different components (piston, case, 

cover, gasket and screw) each with two variants. These components then have to be merged 

correctly with the right product IDs which are coming from the two production lines in order 

to enable the assembly process of total eight variants of the final product.  Secondly, as 

mentioned in the second chapter, the required quantity of each of these components differs 

based on different product variants.  

The following data bases (Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.) had to be defined. The “com-number” 

database defines the number of each component used in different variants of product and is 

shown in Table 4.1.  

 

Table 4.1 Com-number database in CiP’s discrete event simulation 
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The rows (0-7) represent the eight product variants and the columns (0-4) represent the five 

different components that are supplied.  

Since each of these five components has two different variants, another database is needed to 

indicate which component variants are to be used for which product variants. The database 

“BOM1” is created for this goal. Similar to the “com-number” database, the rows indicate the 

product variants and the columns indicate the five parts. Different ID’s are assigned to the 

part variants in the table.  “BOM1” database is shown in Table 4.2 below: 

 

Table 4.2 BOM1 database in CiP’s discrete event simulation 

Whenever a kanban is received by the “purchased part supermarket” block, the ID of the 

product is obtained through a get function block. The batch size is then captured through the 

“demand” database. The order will get un-batched and stored in a queue before a gate 

function block. This gate only passes one item at a time and waits for an opening signal to 

allow the next item. When a product passes this gate, it is multiplied by five, i.e. five items 

are generated for every single item passing this gate.  These five items are then separated and 

sent to 5 blocks representing the five different components. At this point of the simulation, 

the five components have been provided for the product variants; however, the required 

quantity of each of these components has not been defined. This process is simulated in the 

piston, cover, case, gasket and screw blocks in Figure 4.7.  

Each single item entering these five blocks of piston, cover, case, gasket and screw, will be 

assigned a component variant number. This ID is assigned based on the previous defined 

databases. Having both the component variant (column) and product ID (row), the suitable 

variant of the component can be read from the “BOM1” database. To know the required 

quantity of this variant, the same procedure is performed on the “com-number” database. 

This quantity is then assigned with the attribute name “multi”. Each part variant has its own 

supermarket which will then be matched with the received quantity from the above 

procedure. The same kanban structure is used for these supermarkets i.e. whenever one 

component is consumed, an order signal is sent to the supplier.  

The outputs of the piston, cover, case, gasket and screws block represent the right quantities 

of each part for the specified product ID which then will be matched together and sent to the 

assembly station. Whenever this batching is complete, a signal activates the gate (to be 

opened) and the same process is repeated.  
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Figure 4.7 Collecting the required part quantities for product variants 

4.3 Simulation results, validation and verification  

The following results are obtained from the simulation model running for one day: 

Product 

ID 

Product 

variants 

Customer order (48 products 

daily) 
delivered Not delivered 

1 Kurz-A-D25 8 8 0 

2 Kurz-I-D25 8 8 0 

3 Lang-A-D25 8 8 0 

4 Lang-I-D25 8 8 0 

5 Kurz-A-D40 4 0 4 

6 Kurz-I-D40 4 0 4 

7 Lang-A-D40 4 0 4 

8 Lang-I-D40 4 0 4 

Sum 48 32 16 

Table 4.3 Simulation results of the discrete event simulation 

Lead time = 8910 seconds equivalent to 148.5 minutes 

The results indicate that the customer orders are not fulfilled. This fact can be easily verified 

based on the provided data from CiP. As mentioned before, the takt time is equivalent to 60 

seconds, i.e. an output has to be obtained from the production line every 60 seconds or less in 

order to fulfill the demand. To achieve this goal, no cycle time can exceed 60 seconds or the 

demand will not be fulfilled. According to CiP’s case, the bottleneck station has a cycle time 

which is more than 60 seconds. Considering an extra working day for the milling process 

(bottleneck) can for sure increase the outputs. In order to compare this new scenario with the 

current production line, a second simulation model with the above assumption has been 

developed and will be discussed later. 

Since the final station works on the 3
rd

 shift only and does not have any available parts to 

work on for the first and second shifts (as this is the first run of the simulation), all the 

produced parts have to be delivered in the final shift. 
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Since an industrial visit from CiP was not possible at the time of the simulation model 

development, the validation of simulation model could not be obtained however, a theoretical 

verification was applied to the simulation model in order to justify the results.  

The outputs of stations were calculated separately based on the cycle times, change over 

times and available times of the machines. The final results were then compared with the 

simulation results. The calculations cannot be provided in details as they consist of the 

confidential data but the results of the calculation are discussed. Also note that: 

Available time = cycle time – (number of change overs * change over time) 

 Production line one: 

 

- Turning station  

Calculated available time = 44 minutes 

Calculated possible number of passing items = 48 

Since the simulation stops functioning at the very last second of the simulation time, 

one item of product ID 8 will be remained in the machine although the process has 

been finished and therefore the batching process cannot be finished. Both this piece 

and the 3 other pieces waiting to be batched will not be passed to the next station. In 

order to solve this problem (since it is the simulation problem) a few seconds were 

added to the simulation time so all 48 pieces could pass.  

Therefore this process manages to finish processing on all 48 products within its 

working shift.  

 Production line two: 

The following stations are mentioned based on the production sequence. 

- Sawing station  

Calculated available time = 40 minutes 

Calculated possible number of passing items = 52.2 

As 52.2 > 48 therefore all 48 parts will pass through the sawing station.  

- Milling station  

Calculated available time = 132 minutes 

Calculated possible number of passing items = 36.7 

As 36.7 < 48 therefore only 4 batches of 8 of D25 products (variants 1 to 4 equivalent 

to 32 products) will pass through this station.  
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The distribution of the remaining products will be as follows: 

2 products of (ID=5) : processed but waiting in the batching queue 

1 product of (ID=5) : in the milling machine 

13 products of (IDs=5,6,7,8) : waiting to be processed in a queue. 

 Merged line for the above two lines: 

 

- Washing station 

Calculated available time = 2880 seconds 

Calculated possible number of passing items = 96 

According to the previous calculations, only 32 products from line two and 48 

products from line one (a sum of 80) will pass to the washing station. IDs of line one 

and two have to be matched and merged in order to be assigned to one specific 

product variant. This means that since each product produced by line one has to be 

merged with the same ID of line two, only the minimum throughput of these lines can 

pass. The minimum of 32 and 48 is 32 and therefore only 32 products equivalent to 4 

batches of 8 (category D25, variant 1 to 4) will pass to the next process which is the 

quality control. In this case, the number of components that are required to be washed 

is 32*2 = 64, which is less than 96.  

- Quality control 

The quality check is applied on every 8
th

 and 4
th

 batch components of products D25 

and D40, and only 4 batches of 8 enter this station as discussed above. The cycle time 

is 16 seconds for each batch and therefore only 4*16=64 seconds is required.  

Calculated available time = 2880 seconds 

As the available time is more than the required time, all 4 batches of 8 of product IDs 

1 to 4 will pass this station. 

- Assembly/functionality test/packing 

Calculated available time = 2880 seconds 

Calculated possible number of passing items = 52.4 

52.4 (products) is obviously greater than 32 (products- variants 1 to 4) that enter this 

station based on the previous calculations. As a result, these 4 batches of 8 products 

(variants 1 to 4) will successfully pass to the final supermarket, delivery station and 

the customer.  This is the exact result that is obtained by the simulation model and 

therefore the model is verified.  
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4.4 Analysis of the simulation outputs 

Since the simulation model does not fulfill the demand, the following scenarios are proposed 

and analyzed as options to increase the throughput. The outputs are finally compared with the 

current simulation model and discussed.  

- Scenario 1: A 6
th

 working day for the milling station (extra working day) 

In this scenario it is assumed that the milling station (bottleneck) works for an extra working 

day (3 shifts). However, no order arrives on the 6
th

 day. The outputs of 5 consecutive 

working days will be as follows (Table 4.4) based on the simulation outputs:  

Product 

ID 

Product 

variants 

Customer order (48 products 

daily) 
delivered Not delivered 

1 Kurz-A-D25 8*5=40 32 8 

2 Kurz-I-D25 40 32 8 

3 Lang-A-D25 40 32 8 

4 Lang-I-D25 40 32 8 

5 Kurz-A-D40 4*5=20 16 4 

6 Kurz-I-D40 20 12 8 

7 Lang-A-D40 20 12 8 

8 Lang-I-D40 20 12 8 

Sum 240 180 60 

Table 4.4 Results of the scenario number one 

Based on the model, about 48 products out of the 60 products that are not delivered to the 

customer are blocked in the milling station (46 in the queue, 1 in the machine and 1 in the 

batching queue). Now adding an extra working day for the milling machine can increase the 

outputs of this station:  

Extra available working time = 7920 seconds 

Calculated possible number of passing items = 36.6 

As a result, the outputs of this station on the 6
th

 day would be (Table 4.5): 

Product 

ID 

Remaining in the batching 

queue 

Batch 

size 

Processed 

products 

Number of batches sent 

to the next station 

1 0 8 8 1 

2 0 8 8 1 

3 0 8 8 1 

4 0 8 0 0 

5 0 4 0 0 

6 1 4 3 0 

7 0 4 4 1 

8 0 4 4 1 

Table 4.5 Outputs of milling machine in scenario number one 
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Therefore, 32 products or 4 batches of products are delivered to the next station. On the next 

working day for the production line, the next station (washing/QC) can use the buffer from 

the extra working day of milling machine to start the production without delay. This might 

increase the throughput however the fact that the demand cannot be fulfilled will not change.  

- Scenario 2: A second milling station is added to the production line   

Another scenario is to increase the number of the milling machine that represents the 

bottleneck of the line. In this scenario a second milling machine is added and works in 

parallel with the previous machine. The output of the system therefore can be increased to 

twice the time of the initial scenario. This new scenario has been simulated and the outputs of 

the new model for one working day are as follows (Table 4.6): 

Product 

ID 

Product 

variants 

Customer order (48 products 

daily) 
delivered Not delivered 

1 Kurz-A-D25 8 8 0 

2 Kurz-I-D25 8 8 0 

3 Lang-A-D25 8 8 0 

4 Lang-I-D25 8 8 0 

5 Kurz-A-D40 4 4 0 

6 Kurz-I-D40 4 4 0 

7 Lang-A-D40 4 4 0 

8 Lang-I-D40 4 4 0 

Sum 48 48 0 

Table 4.6 Results of the scenario number two 

As it can be seen, the customer demand is fulfilled using this scenario. 

- Other proposed scenarios: 

Other scenarios can also be defined, analyzed and discussed. Some examples are mentioned 

below: 

 Scenarios regarding the order sizes: The customer order in the studied models has a 

constant (i.e. uniform) distribution; however, other distributions can be applied to see 

the different results.   

 Scenarios regarding the process times (cycle times): changing the cycle times can 

definitely affect the outputs of the system and can be analyzed. Decreasing the cycle 

times can increase the throughputs of the system and can be obtained by different 

methods e.g. new machines with newer technologies and specifications, automation, 

new tools, processing on the whole batch instead of one product at a time (which 

requires specific tools and machines), adding parallel machines, etc. 

 Scenarios regarding the material wastes: In order to simplify the model, material 

waste was assumed to be zero; however, a new model can be developed to analyze the 

effect of wastes and defects on the outputs. 
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Chapter 5: 3D simulation development 
The software “Tecnomatix process simulate” by Siemens has been utilized to simulate the 

TU Darmstadt’s production process in 3D. As mentioned before, the focus for the 

implementation phase would be on the assembly stations of TU Darmstadt not the whole 

production line. This software has the capability of simulating the human movements as well 

as the component movements however; due to the time span of the project, the human part 

has been skipped and can be considered as future work to create a more complete demo of the 

assembly process. 

5.1 Tecnomatix inputs 

Similar to other simulation software, Tecnomatix requires a number of input data. The inputs 

of the software process simulate can be divided into the following: 

5.1.1 Three dimensional models with correct dimensions 
The required models for this stage are as follows: 

- Required parts/components: 

 

The components are provided by TU Darmstadt as VRML formats. however, the 

provided files have to be re-scaled and converted to JT files in order to be usable by 

Tecnomatix process simulate. The “Blender” software is used for re-scaling the 

models and then converting them to Stl format which later is converted to JT by the 

software Solid Edge. Since some of the components are also missing such as the 

Gasket and the Screw, they are modeled separately. In this case the focus would be on 

one of the 8 variants of the products therefore only the required components for the 

variant 150-D25-A (long, diameter 25 and outer thread) are studied and used for the 

modeling of this phase. 

 

- Required resources: 

 

 TU Darmstadt’s assembly stations: 

The assembly stations are provided by the XPRES lab as they have been modeled 

before. The five assembly stations are then converted to JT formats and imported into 

Tecnomatix process simulate. 

 

 TU Darmstadt’s tools/jigs and fixtures/containers: 

Since these models were not available at TU Darmstadt, they had to be modeled in 

solid edge separately. These models are the screw drivers (previously developed by 

XPRES), fixtures for piston rod at the first station and for case at the second and third 

station, containers for components and the quality check device at the fourth station.    
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5.1.2 Initial position and orientation of the 3D models 
It is known that some of these 3D models are supposed to be static such as the working 

stations while some should have dynamic behaviors such as the components. First of all, 

regardless of their dynamic or static behavior, all models (static/dynamic) have to be placed 

on their initial position. Secondly, the initial orientation of models also has to be defined. 

These information have been gathered by watching the movies taken from the CiP assembly 

process; however, having a movie as the reference may not guarantee a full understanding of 

the production line. 

5.1.3 Movements of 3D models, timing and their sequence 
The movement is referred to changes of location from one point to another point for one 

specific model which has to correctly correspond to the assembly process. Also the 

orientation of components has to be correct. The models dynamics, their timings and 

sequences are provided by studying the assembly process movie and the documents regarding 

the correct movements and orientations of the components.  

5.2 Modeling process 

Now as mentioned before in figure 1.4, the above models with correct dimensions are then 

imported in an animation framework i.e. Tecnomatix process simulate. Then regardless of 

them being static or dynamic, they are assigned an initial position.  The correct movements, 

sequences and timing of models are then assigned to each of the models and the process is 

finally simulated.  

The movement of parts can be defined by assigning a path to one specific 3D model. To do 

so, the coordinates of the first point and the last point of the path have to be given. Another 

approach is to give the coordinates of the points one by one in order to create the path. The 

second approach is mainly used if the last point is unknown or the first approach causes a 

collision among 3D models. The software also provides a chart similar to Gantt chart which 

visualizes the sequence and timing of different operations. The sequence of operations can be 

easily edited and the operations can be grouped or ungrouped.   

The following pictures present the snapshots taken from the developed 3D simulation model 

and the five assembly stations of CiP. The developed model has also been documented by 

XPRES lab and can be referred to by the interested reader. 
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Figure 5.1 Station one of CiP’s assembly station 

 

Figure 5.2 Station two of CiP’s assembly station 
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Figure 5.3: Station three of CiP’s assembly station 

 

Figure 5.4 Stations four and five of CiP’s assembly station 
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Figure 5.5 The overview of CiP’s assembly station 
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Chapter 6: Results of 3D simulation model 
In the previous chapter, a 3D simulation model has been developed for the assembly station 

of TU Darmstadt. As a result of the implementation phase of this work, the benefits of this 

developed model will be further discussed in this chapter. Running the 3D simulation model 

provides an animated realistic (yet virtual) model of the assembly stations of TU Darmstadt’s 

learning factory (CiP). This work introduces this 3D simulation model as one small 

demonstration model of the future CiP digital learning factory which can provide the 

following advantages: 

- Visualizes CiP’s assembly stations which can be further used for learning and 

teaching purposes. As an example, allows the user to monitor the assembly process 

and the correct orientation of parts during the assembly process. 

 

- Provides the possibility to use augmented reality tools (such as glasses) to guide the 

learner through the assembly process. 

 

- Allows further optimization of work stations, tables, etc. regarding the ergonomic 

features as it provides a good visualization. 

 

- Allows studying of different production scenarios and analyzing their results in 

shorter duration of time. For example if a new variant has to be added, the required 

assembly process can be analyzed in a virtual environment. 

 

- Allows distant learning for learners without physical access to the learning factory. 

 

- Can provide statistical analysis if connected to a discrete event simulation. 

 

- Can visualize hand movements and body movements if the human factor is simulated 

as well.  

Please note that since the case study was limited to the assembly station, the benefits are also 

limited to the assembly processes. Therefore some of the important benefits of digital 

learning factory models such as studying the machine failures are not practical as no machine 

exists in these stations. It is for sure that expanding the model to the whole production line 

and adding the human factor to the simulation as a future work can expand the number of 

benefits of these digital models for TU Darmstadt’s learning factory. 

This work encourages TU Darmstadt’s learning factory to initiate the usage of these digital 

environments as a tool beside the actual physical scenarios to give learners a better overall 

perspective of the production flow and related concepts. Therefore this work does not ignore 

the importance of existence of physical learning factories.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work 
This work has analyzed and introduced digital models for learning factories as a 

supplementary teaching tool as they can provide various benefits. This new concept has been 

named “digital learning factory”. The first chapter is assigned to the problem description and 

introduction of the methodology as well as the literature review where the different concepts 

of learning factory, digital factory, digital manufacturing, and augmented reality have been 

studied. Chapter two makes a comparison of the traditional learning factories (also called 

physical learning factories) and digital learning factories (introduced in this work).  The table 

2.6 in chapter 2 has summarized this comparison. The comparison highlights the benefits of 

digital learning factories compared to the traditional physical learning factories. 

Note that as one of the goals of learning factories is to provide the learners with physical 

experiences of the production scenarios and understanding different production concepts, the 

“Learner experience” category in the table above has the highest importance among the other 

categories. As digital learning factory is not capable of providing the learners with the 

physical experience (at least with the current technology), the physical learning factories (as 

is now today) cannot be eliminated and should exist as the basis of the learning process. 

However it can make use of the new concept “digital learning factory” in many different 

ways for increasing the learning rate and speeding up the learning process. 

This work has also analyzed and studied the TU Darmstadt’s learning factory as a case study 

where as a result, first a 2D discrete event simulation and secondly a simple digital learning 

factory model for the assembly stations has been developed and analyzed. It is believed that 

these digital models along with the traditional teaching methods at learning factories not only 

can allow analysis of different scenarios regardless of their budget and space limitations in a 

digital environment, but also increase the rate of learning among the users as they allow them 

to interact with it and get fast feedbacks regarding the changes. Connecting the digital models 

to other analysis and statistic software can also provide a number of useful statistical reports 

and graphs that can aid the learning process.  

Although the digital models can provide almost all that are required for learning the 

production concepts and analyzing different scenarios from simulation models, reports, 

statistics, animated 3D models, and graphs, the essence of traditional learning by doing 

physical activities in a realistic production facility and to interact with other people cannot be 

ignored as it is believed that nothing can replace the physical experience; indeed this 

conclusion is also shared by Confucius where he says “I hear and I forget, I see and I 

remember, I do and I understand”! The learning pyramid in figure 7.1 also demonstrates this 

fact. Therefore, this work encourages current learning factories to make use of the 

digital environments (digital learning factories) as a supplementary tool for their 

learning/teaching purposes along with their traditional system.  
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Figure 7.1 The learning pyramid
3
 

The future works regarding this thesis can be divided into two main categories: 

- Future works regarding the implementation phase: 

 

 The Tecnomatix modeling has not considered the human simulation which can 

later be added to the existing model for a better realistic model. 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Human modeling of the 3D simulation 

 
                                                           
3
 http://nivasameya.hubpages.com/hub/I-hear-I-foget, 2013 
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 As mentioned before, the implementation phase has a focus on TU 

Darmstadt’s assembly stations and one of the 8
th

 product variants. This can be 

later expanded to the whole production line and all the product variants.  

 

- Future works regarding the theoretical part: 

 

In this work, digital environments such as digital manufacturing and digital factory 

and their applications have been reviewed and studied from a general perspective; 

moreover a visualization model of CiP’s assembly station has been implemented. In 

other words, this work explains why learning factories should make use of digital 

environments by highlighting their benefits; however, the discussions regarding how, 

to what extent and where to use such environments are not studied. Therefore, the 

main future studies are as follows.  

 

 Proposing a framework to indicate when to choose the digital vs. physical 

teaching environments or vice versa. (Regarding the scenarios of learning 

factories, scope of study, learner’s perspective and background, etc.)  

 

 Providing a guideline to specifically indicate what digital environments and 

models to use for each of the learning factories’ teaching scopes. For example 

what virtual environments provide the most benefit for learning factories with 

a focus on lean concept/energy consumption/low-cost automation, etc.    

As a result of this work, an introduction to digital learning factories and their benefits are 

discussed in the paper “Digital Learning Factories: Conceptualization, Review and 

Discussion” which is under preparation. 
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